Totara Team
Newsletter
Welcome to Term 4

A message from the Totara Team Leader:

These past few weeks have been hard on everyone. Much discussed hopes for return, little wins with takeaway
coffees and then repeat. Returning after the break to online learning will be a disappointment to many. What
we miss most is our connections. Seeing faces, hearing laughs, sharing learning experiences and growing and
developing together. Our zooms may not be what we are used to but they are a time to see each other's faces
and share in these uncertain times together. My advice to our students and teachers, approach each day with a
routine and optimism. A little zoom here, some work here, some fresh air there and time to pat yourself on the
back for the work you’re doing for the team of 5 million. If you are feeling down, reach out to somebody at
home, reach out virtually to a friend, let your teacher know. We are here to help.
Miss P recently shared a poem with us which resonated with the ups and downs of motivations and showing
your resilience and I think it is worth a read. Stick in there and see you over a zoom soon!

This is the final Totara Team Newsletter of
2021.

It Couldn’t Be Done
BY EDGAR ALBERT GUEST

At this stage, we are old hats at adapting to
changing circumstances and the flexibility
and resilience being developed will last a
lifetime! With our knowledge of how quickly
situations can change, updates are released
to parents via the school app first, so it is vital
you have it in order to keep up to date with
changes as and when they happen.

Somebody said that it couldn’t be done
But he with a chuckle replied
That “maybe it couldn’t,” but he would be one
Who wouldn’t say so till he’d tried.
So he buckled right in with the trace of a grin
On his face. If he worried he hid it.
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn’t be done, and he did it!

Our focus this term is a safe return to school
and ensuring we all have a smooth return to
on site learning.
Please reach out to your child’s classroom
teacher if you need to.
Team Leader/R20: Kieran Gleeson
Room 19: Xavier Rice
Room 21: Louisa Pielichaty
Room 22: Sophie Hunt
Room 23: Annie Mackellow
Room 24: Carla Heard

Somebody scoffed: “Oh, you’ll never do that;
At least no one ever has done it;”
But he took off his coat and he took off his hat
And the first thing we knew he’d begun it.
With a lift of his chin and a bit of a grin,
Without any doubting or quiddit,
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn’t be done, and he did it.
There are thousands to tell you it cannot be done,
There are thousands to prophesy failure,
There are thousands to point out to you one by one,
The dangers that wait to assail you.
But just buckle in with a bit of a grin,
Just take off your coat and go to it;
Just start in to sing as you tackle the thing
That “cannot be done,” and you’ll do it.

IB Social Science Theme for Term 4
Theme: How The World Works
Throughout the duration of the term, our ako will be exploring content and developing skills related to our theme of How The World Works. Activities,
lessons and experiences will be designed to support our ako to understand and communicate how the Earth’s natural systems work and interact and how
human lives are connected to and impacted by these natural systems.
We will be working in alignment with the Kowhai Team (specialisation: music, art, food technology, design technology science and PE) to draw upon their
expertise and help our ako use different mediums to explore the concepts we will be delving into; systems, impact and adaptation.

This term, our ako will be exploring content and developing skills related to reading
critically and synthesising information. In writing, our ako will be exploring content
and developing skills related to procedural and informative writing.
The concepts/skills ako will learn about will include some of the following:
● Identifying the type of language (e.g. technical, scientific language) that is being
used
● Exploring the structure of these writing types such as different types of non
chronological reports and science experiments
● Using reasoning and some strategies to think critically about what is being read.
● Explaining articles, experiments and information based texts in our own
understanding.
● Specific skills such as taking time to self edit written work

This term, our ako will be exploring content and developing skills
related to algebra. This will be separated into three pathways:
● Patterns & relationships
● Using symbols and expressions to think mathematically
The concepts/skills ako will learn about will include some of the
following:
● Students understand the structure of and the relationships within
numbers, shapes, and measures.
● Students use symbols, expressions, and equations to
communicate mathematical ideas.
We will continue developing our number knowledge, all term.

Term 3 Pictures! - Our trip to WETA Workshop. We were lucky to have attended this incredible workshop prior to the lockdown and enjoyed every second
of the creativity and expression on offer.

